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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Mon NosuKE HIGUCHI, 

a subject of the Emperor of Japan, residing 
at College Point, county of Queens, lid 
State of New York, have made a certair; 
new and useful Invention in a Moving 
Pocket Game Apparatus, of which the foil. 
lowing is a specification. 
This invention relates to amusement and 

recreation apparatus, wherein a system of 
co-ordinating elements co-operate to auto 
matically release a ball, or several balls; in 
Successsion, to be put into play, and to auto 
matically record a score made by a player 
who puts the balls into play. A further 
object includes the provision of mechanisin 
for constantly modifying the probable re 
Sults of any particular play, including a 
multiple-pocket constantly-moving device 
and a system of circuits, relays and operat 
ing devices for effecting the operating and 
recording mechanism. 
Other objects will appear hereinafter, 

and I attain these objects by the mechanism 
illustrated in the accompanying drawing, ii. 
which 

Fig. 1 is a view partly in section, show 
ing one form of bail tossing mechanism in 
Trelation to the moving pocket; 

Fig. 2 is an isometric view of the ball 
moving pocket and cabinet; 

Fig. 3 is a view, largely diagrammatic, 
of the operating circuits and tally record 
ing parts; 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the moving 
pocket and corresponding circuit closers: 

Fig. 5 is a plan view of the pocket mov 
ing motor and reciprocator; 

lig. 6 is an elevation of the score regis 
tering mechanism; 

Fig. 7 is a view of the coupon register 
ing mechanism; 

Fig. 8 is a view of the score or coupon . 
registering escapement; 

Fig. 9 is a view in perspective of the re 
leasing detent; 

Fig. 10 is a sectional view of the ball op 
erating circuit closer; and 

Fig. 11 is a view of the coin chute show 
ing the circuit closing contacts. 

Like numerals refer to similar parts 
throughout the several views, 

Referring now to the accompanying 
drawing which is given by way of illustra 

scores, and so on to the highest, or 
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tion rather than in a limiting sense, in a 
fixed cabinet 15, of any desired shape and 
suitable size, a movable ball catching pocket 
element 16, operating motor 17, ball pro 
jecting device or trajectory tray 8, ball 
retaining mechanism and sloping base 19, 
circuit closers 20, and associated contactors. 
are provided for the purpose to be more 
fully stated hereinafter. 

Cabinet 15 is further provided with reg 
istering mechanism 21, for tallying and 
recording the scores made by the players, 
and with a ball rebounding surface 22, and 
ball collecting slopes 23, a ball limiting and 
detaining mechanism 24, and an initial sole 
noid 25, for releasing the ball limiting 
mechanism, to permit a certain number of 
balls to be played under certain definite 
conditions, as, for example, when the 
mechanism is used commercially and the 
balls are released for play by a coin in the 
manner stated below. 
The movable pocket element 16 may as 

sume any desired shape or size, and in my 
preferred form the same comprises a rec 
tangular member sloping towards the play 
er and having a suitable number of pockets 
26, 27, 28, 29 and 30. These pockets are 
of varying extent and are so arranged that 
the easiest and most accessible pocket is 
nearest the player. This pocket is given 
the lowest score value. Each succeeding 
pocket is more difficult, and is given a co 
respondingly higher score value. The score 
values are indicated by the registering 
mechanism 21, on a score dial 32, by pointer 
33, or equivalent. 

Each pocket is provided with an opening 
26, 27, etc., through which the ball passes 
when thrown, or tossed, into any corre 
sponding pocket. Below the several open 
ings there are provided the contactors 26 
27’’, etc., for putting into operation the cii'- 
cuit closers 20, thereby recording the scores 
of the discarding balls as they roll down the 
inclined base support 34, and tip the con 
tactors for closing the circuits. From this 
construction it is evident that balls from 
the lowest pocket will strike only one con 
tactor, and, therefore, record only one Score: 
those in the next higher pocket will strike 
two contactors, and, therefore, record ty 
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of the contactors and thus close all the cil'- 
cuit closers for recording the proper scores 
in the main:heir stated. 
A reciprocating mechanism 35, Operate 

by notor 17, causes the pocket to move back 
and forth within definite limits, thus put 
ting the players' skill to a more severe test. 
The ball may be put into play by hand, 

or by the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1. 
If the ball projecting device iS is used, the 
same may be put into operation by an Oper 
ating lever 36. This level Inay be support 
ed on a suitable stand or counter 3, and 
is connected to the projection member 18, 
by any suitable means as connections 3S, 
which may be united by lever arms 39. A 
coin chute 40, having electric contacts 4i. 
and 42, may be provided for putting the 
apparatus into play by insertion of a coin 
43. 
The ball limiting and detaining mecha 

nisim 24, comprises a wheel which is provid 
ed with a number of radiating spokes or ball 
stops 44, and a wheel stop 45 for abutting 
against the end of a stop lever 46. This 
lever is mounted to swing on a pivot 47, 
and is controlled by the Solenoid 25. No'- 
inally, one of the ball stops or spokes en 
gages a detent on the detent lever 4S. In 
the ball limiting for in illustrated, six ball 
stops and one wheel stop are provided, but 
obviously otheir numbers might be selecte? 
and adopted. Since but one wheel stop is 
provided for any desired number of ball 

i stops, and a coin releases the wheel stop, 
it follows that with each release made as 
in any balls may be played as there are ball 
stops on the detaining mechanism between 
the wheel stops, and when this number has 
been played, the ball limiting mechanisl: 
will lock against further rotation until the 
soleiroid lever is again moved aside by a coin 
or other means, to disengage the wheel stop. 
The operation of my device may proceed 

as follows: When a coin is dropped into 
chite 40, and the circuit closed at 41 and 42 
by ineans of coin 43, current from a suit 
able source, as a battery 49, passes through 
conductor 50, Solenoid 56, conductor 51, 
contact 42, coin 43, contact 41, conductor 
52, to ground 53. This energizes solenoid 
36, which pulls down the score stop lever 57, 
thus permitting the score wheel bell crank 
of detent 58 to tilt back and disengage the 
score wheel 59, which then runs back to the 
0 position and stops by reason of the de 
teit engaging stop 31 locking against the 
detent projection 58. When a coin thus 
closes the coin circuit, solenoid 25 is also 
energized and lever 46 is pulled down by 
the core 25. This disengages the wheel 
stop 45, and releases the ball limiting nech 
anism 24, which cin account of the weight 
of a baii in position, rotates and permits 
the ball to descend into playing position in 
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the projection tray 18. In the meantine 
detent lever 4S descends and engages the 
next spoke or bail stop, thus holding the ball 
limiting mechanism against further rotation 
until a ball has been played, Ol' is in position 
to again release detent 48 for succeeding 
plays. 
When the ball is in position on the pro 

iection tray, it may be put into play by 
hand, if desired, or by the mechanism de 
scribed above. In the latter case the player 
strikes knol) 55 a staita, le low at the exact 
lihoinent to project the bail into one of the 
pockets, and preferably into the upper or 
highest tallying ones. If the ball is su:- 
cessfully landed into the upper pocket 30, 
it passes through opening 30', tilting con 
tactor 30', and thereby closing contacts at 
20 to complete circuit 50 through solenoid 
60, conductor 61, through 30, 20 and to 
gi'ound 62, thus energizing solenoid 60 and 
rocking score detent 58 to advance the score 
wheel one point. As the ball rolls down 
the incline 34, it successively tilts contactors 
29, 28, 27, 26, and closes the respec 
tive contacts, thus advancing the score wheel 
for each contact in the hanner stated above, 
and which condition is indicated on the 
score dial 32. If pocket 26 is hit, only one 
contact is inade. For the intern edite pock 
ets the corresponding contacts are made 
and recorded and when the ball passes b:- 
yond the noving pocket, it rolls down base 
9 without analking a score. 
The score wheel may be provided with 

ally desired nulliber of Score contact pins 63, 
which hay be a ranged on said wheel in any 
desired ratio to that of the escapennet 
teeth (St. in the accompanying drawing I 
have illustrated a ratio of 1 to 2, but 
obviously other ratios may be adopted. in 
all cases, however, are the contact pins so 
located as to close the coupon circuit (34 at 
64 at the proper time. The coupon sole 
noid 6:5 is this energized for each specified 
number of score contacts made. When now 
the predetermined score contacts have lice 
inade to advance the cont::t pins sticcessive 
ly into circuit closing position, current 
passes fro) battery 49 through the coupo. 
soleiloid 65 in the coupon circuit (34. through 
the score stop lever 57, contact. 57. contact 
64, pins (33 to ground 66, thus rocking the 
coupon detent () to adv: ince the copo 
wheel one point. 
When a predeteriained illuk () ( : : 

have been played to again lock the initi 
mechanism by reason of engagei) { } { }}''. 
tween the wheel and stop 45 and the stoic 
noid stop lever 46, a coin inserted in ille - it 
will again release said mechani: i , i. 
inainner aforesaid. The score villaei . 
thereupon turn back to zero, i) { } 
cf. the break in the coupol, circuit, by 'e. - 

- 57 being depressed, the coupon 
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wheel will not be affected as Solenoid (35 
is not energized. 
The operation of the coupon wheel (is is 

similar to that of the score wheel, and the 
constriction of these wheels is identical, 
excepting that but One contact, pin (39 is pro 
vided on the coupon wheel. If now the 
coupon wheei has advanced by reason of the 
solenoid 65 having, in response to the score: 
inade, rocked the coupon detent 70 the 
quired number of times to rotate the wheel 
into contacting position of pil (39 with co 
tact. 71, the circuit, thirough a bell a 'nature 
2 is completed, and the bell begins to rig. 
The ringing may begin when the coil poil 
wheel approaches or reaches its inaxilt in 
'; )tation. rise Push button 73 unity no Y be 
to reset the coupon wheel to Zero, and to 
stop the bell from ringing, because when 
the circuit is completed through the push 
button or its equivalent, solenoid 74 is ener 
gized to depress lever 75, and thereby inte 
rupt the bell circuit at 76. As lever 75 is 
depressed, the coupon detent 'Ocks 
perihits the coupon wheel to t in a 
zero. Should contact be maint::ined lets' 

pack and s K. V. 
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pin 69 and contact 71, while the coupon 
wheel is turning back, the bell will not cop 
tinue to ring as soon as the bell circuit is 
interrupted by reason of lever 75 being de 
pressed or pulled down, by the core of the 
solenoid 4. 
The recording mechanism may be oper 

ited by any suitable means, as by Weight 
77 and 7S, or equivalents, and th'o 
proper mechanism (not shovyn) engagi 
cogs 79. As this mechanisi) for is no part 
of any invention it is not herein show in or 
described in detail. 

: a wing now described my invention and 
disclosed a node of its application, what 
chain as new and useful, of my own inven 
tion, and desire to secure by letter's late at . . . 
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gaine apia’at is for playiii. xiii 
and registering the score made, the coin bia:- 
it of a cabinet having moving pocket 

S. 

1. In a 

its therein, a ball tossing mechani 
id cabinet, and means for causing the 

mechanist to become effective to 
Jacirely place a ball into play for register 
ing a score made by passing a ball through 

y one of said moving pocket lini 
2. In a gane apparatus for playing laii 

and registering the score inade, the coini 
bination of a cabinet having innoving pocket 
elements provided with open sides and bot 

S. 

total for influencing the score valle, a bit 
tossing device in said cabinet, Ileans for 
operating said ball device, and laeans for 
recording the corresponding Score Value. 

3. In a gaine apparatus for playing ball 
and registering the score made, the combi;): 
tion of a moving pocket element, a ball 
control mechanism, means for releasing Said 

83 

mechanism, leans for playing said ball 
through Said moving pocket element to effect 
a predetermined score, and means for re 
cording said score. 

4. In a game appa'atus, a cabinet la \i: 
an open face, a noving pocket element ex 
posed through said face, means for 'ecipro 
cating cket element, a ball retainer 
aid means for releasing a pedeteriniined 
inuin her of bats from said retaine'. 

5. In an amusement, apparatus for playing 
ball a ind registering a score inade, a calinet 
having vertical sides provided with slots 
theireill and in open face, a pocket, eleinent 
reci, locating in said slots and exposed 
$ii'ough said face, pockets in said element, 
means for projecting a ball, said means be 
ing undei control of the player, for striking 
One of said pockets, and means associated 
with each of said pockets for effecting a 
SCO'e. 

6. In an amusement apparatus for playing 
ball and registering a score made, a cabinet 
having vertical sides provided with slots 
therein and an Open face, a sloping pocket 
element recipi'Ocating in Said slots and ex 
posed through said face, a plurality of false 
bottom pockets arranged side by side in 
said element, contractors associated with 
each pocket, said contractors being arranged 
beneath corresponding pockets on an incline 
whereby one or more of said contractors 
are struck by the same ball passing down 
the incline from the pocket through which 
the ball has passed. 

7. In an amusement apparatus for playing 
tail and registering a score made, a cabinet, 
a moving pocket element in said cabinet, 
said pocket element having a plurality of 
pockets, a notor element in Said cabinet 
for reciprocating said pocket element, a 
ball restraining mechanism adjacent said 
socket element, an electric control device 
for releasing said restraining element, means 
for projecting said ball in the direction of 
the moving pocket element, whereby, when 
said ball passes through a pocket, the score 
value of said pocket will be indicated, 
and means for indicating said Score value. 

S. In a ball playing apparatus, a moving 
pocket element comprising a plurality of 
false-botton pockets arranged to represent 
different score values, a sloping base beneath 
said pockets, an electric circuit with a cir 
cuit closer for each pocket projecting 
in the path of the bail, means for put 
ting a ball into play for passing through 
one of said pockets, and closing One Ol' 
more of said circuit closures in con 
formity with the specific pocket through 
which the ball passes and then Tolls away 
down the sloping base. 

9. In an amusement game apparatus pro 
vided with ball driving mechanism and Scole 
registering mechanism, a cabinet and a 
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pocket ele}}elt thei'ein, a ball Operating Said noving pocket element fol' supplying 
nechanish in said cabinet, and a manually a predetermined number of balls to be played 
in anipulated heinber located outside of said into said moving pocket element. 10 
cabinet for projecting the ball within the In testimony whereof I have hereunto 

5 cabinet. set my hand on this 23rd day of October 
10. A moving pocket element and means A. D., 1922. 

for moving said element, means adjacent MONNOSUKE HIGUCHI. 

. Ya. 


